Merry Christmas Mr Bean!

Watch the video and complete

1) Going Shopping: *Where does he go?.................................................................
Can you give a French equivalent? An American one?
........................................................................................................................................................................

*Describe the shop: what can you see in connection with Christmas:.................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

*What decorations does he choose? How does he test them?
a) He bounces the ........................................ to see which one is.................................................................
b) He plugs the .............................................................................................. to see if it.................................................................

*Before paying, what does he do? He plays with a .................................................................
Who is usually in the Nativity play (8)?.................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Who/ What does Mr Bean include into it?.................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

Where does he relocate the scene?.................................................................................................
Who stops him?........................................................................................................................................................................

2) At the Christmas outdoors market
*Who does he meet?.................................................................................................
*What does she show him?.................................................................................................
*What does he do next?.................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

*Then, what does Mr Bean do?.................................................................................................
*Finally, what's the problem? There's no more................................................................., so he
................................................................................................. the big market one.

3) At home: Christmas traditions
*He decorates the ............................................................. (it's ................................than the Market on because he has cut the top)
*He prepares his ............................................................., and ............................................................. them to .............................................................
Then, he ............................................................. as decorations.
*He gets a box of ......................................................... He takes out all the ........................................ and puts them in only ........................................

*He ................................................................. onto the ..................................................... (one for him and one for his .....................................................) He also hangs one for the ...................................... who lives in his flat.

*Finally, he listens to some ........................................ at his doorway.

4) On Christmas Day
*Mr Bean is very excited because he .................................................................

-> The teddy bear gets .................................................................

-> Mr Bean gets .................................................................

-> The mouse gets ................................................................. and Mr Bean puts it in a ........................................

5) The Meal

*For dinner, they will have a big .................................................................

*To prepare it, Mr Bean ................................................................. it but he loses his ................................................................. into it. So he tries to get it back and puts his ................................................................. into it and he gets stuck. His girlfriend knocks at the door. When she enters, she hangs some ........................................ onto the lamp. (maybe she hopes he .................................................................)

*Complete the dialogue:

"...........  ...............  ....  ...........?" "..........., ....  .........!"

"...........  ...............  ....?" "..........., ....  ......... .........!"

" ....  .........."

"...........  ...............  ....? ( ..) ....  ......... ......... .........?" ".....!"

*What do they eat instead of the turkey? .................................................................

6) The gifts:

*What does she offer him? ................................................................. What’s his reaction? .................................................................

*What does he offer her? ................................................................. What’s her reaction? .................................................................

*When we see the second present, we think it’s a  ................. but in fact it’s a  .................

What’s her reaction? .................................................................

Finally, Mr Bean is  ................. He  ................. the Christmas  ................. and it  .................